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Abstract 

This paper examines the performance of a regenerative dynamic vibration absorber, dubbed energy 

harvesting-enabled tuned mass-damper-inerter (EH-TMDI), for simultaneous vibration suppression and 

energy harvesting in white noise excited damped linear primary structures. Single-degree-of-freedom 

(SDOF) structures under force and base excitations are studied as well as multi-degree-of-freedom 

(MDOF) structures under correlated random forces. The EH-TMDI includes an electromagnetic motor 

(EM), assumed to behave as a shunt damper, sandwiched between a secondary mass and an inerter 

element connected in series. The latter element resists relative acceleration at its ends through a constant 

termed inertance known to be readily scalable in actual inerter device implementations. In this regard, 

attention is herein focused on gauging the available energy for harvesting at the EM and the 

displacement variance of the primary structure as the inertance increases through comprehensive 

parametric investigations. This is supported by adopting simplified inertance-dependent tuning 

formulae for the EH-TMDI stiffness and damping properties and deriving in closed-form the response 

of white-noise excited EH-TMDI-equipped SDOF and MDOF systems through linear random vibration 

analyses. It is found that lightweight EH-TMDIs, having 1% the mass of the primary structure, achieve 

improved vibration suppression and energy harvesting performance as inertance amplifies. For SDOF 

structures with grounded inerter, the rate of improvement is higher as the inherent structural damping 

reduces and the EM shunt damping increases. For MDOF structures with non-grounded inerter, 

improvement rate is higher as the primary structure flexibility between the two EH-TMDI attachment 

points increases. 

 

Keywords: Tuned mass damper inerter (TMDI); shunt damping; energy harvesting; vibration control; 

correlated random excitation; inertance. 

 
1. Introduction 

Passive dynamic vibration absorbers (DVAs), with most representative the linear tuned mass damper 

(TMD) (Den Hartog 1956), have found widespread application for suppressing the motion of 

dynamically excited (primary) structures and structural components (e.g., Elias and Matsagar 2017). 

In its simplest form, the TMD consists of a free-to-vibrate (secondary) mass attached to the primary 

structure through spring (stiffness) and dashpot (damping) elements. Motion suppression is achieved 

by transferring kinetic energy from the primary structure to the secondary mass, which is eventually 

dissipated by the damping element. This is facilitated by tuning the TMD stiffness, for a given TMD 
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secondary mass, to the dominant natural frequency of the primary structure and by providing sufficient 

TMD damping for efficient energy dissipation (e.g., Warburton 1982). Commonly, damping is 

provided by linear viscous dampers, in which case the dissipated kinetic energy becomes heat (e.g., 

Lee and Taylor 2001). Alternatively, damping may be supplied to TMDs, or more generally to DVAs, 

by electromagnetic motors (EMs) (e.g., Palomera-Arias et al. 2008, Zhu et al. 2012), or piezo-electric 

material (e.g., Adhikari et al. 2009) coupled with power electronics energy harvesting and storage 

circuitry. In the latter case, DVAs become dynamic energy harvesters, also termed regenerative 

DVAs, which transform the kinetic energy of the primary structure into usable electricity (e.g., Tang 

and Zuo 2012, Zuo and Tang 2013, Shen et al. 2018). In this setting, regenerative TMDs can serve 

the dual purpose of energy harvesting and vibration suppression and significant research has been 

devoted to reconcile these two objectives for different types of primary structures and excitations (e.g., 

Zuo and Cui 2013, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014, Shen et al. 2019). 

 

In recent years, inerter components have been considered to improve the motion suppression 

performance of TMDs (e.g., Lazar et al. 2014, Marian and Giaralis 2014) as well as to enhance the 

energy harvesting potential of EMs (e.g., Cassidy et al. 2011, Green et al. 2015, Zhu et al. 2019) and 

of regenerative DVAs (e.g., Salvi and Giaralis 2016, Marian and Giaralis 2017, Joubaneh and Barry 

2019). Theoretically, the ideal inerter is defined as a massless linear mechanical element which resists 

relative acceleration through a constant of proportionality, dubbed “inertance” and measured in mass 

units (kg) (Smith 2002). Technologically, inerter embodiments with inertance several orders of 

magnitude higher than the device physical mass have been prototyped and experimentally verified 

(Smith 2020). This has been widely achieved by considering mechanisms transforming the 

translational motion of the device ends into rotational motion of a lightweight fast-spinning disk 

(flywheel) (Papageorgiou and Smith 2005, Wang et al. 2011, Pietrosanti et al. 2020), among other 

alternatives (Swift et al. 2013, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2015, Liu et al. 2018). In this respect, inertance 

scalability has been leveraged to define various lightweight DVA configurations (see Taflanidis et al. 

2019 and therein references), including the tuned mass damper inerter (TMDI) (Marian and Giaralis 

2014), in which the inerter acts as mass amplifier to the secondary mass, and the tuned inerter damper 

(TID) (Lazar et al. 2014), in which the inerter replaces the secondary mass. In fact, the TMDI/TID 

were shown to achieve better vibration suppression performance than the TMD as inertance increases 

for randomly excited primary structures modelled as single degree of freedom (SDOF) systems (e.g., 

De Angelis et al. 2019), as well as lumped-mass multi degree of freedom (MDOF) systems (e.g., 

Marian and Giaralis 2014, Giaralis and Petrini 2017). Further, the TMDI/TID were shown to be more 

robust than the TMD to detuning effects due to uncertainty in the properties of the primary structure 

as well as the random excitation (Giaralis and Taflanidis 2018). Independently from the above 

developments, inerter-like mechanisms have been embedded within rotational EMs to increase energy 

generation potential from large-amplitude, low-frequency vibrations by acting as motion amplifiers 

(Cassidy et al. 2011, Green et al. 2015, Zhu et al. 2019). Such rotational EMs find wide application in 

regenerative DVAs (Tang and Zuo 2012, Shen et al. 2018). Moreover, standalone inerter devices have 

been also considered to improve the vibration suppression and/or energy generation performances of 

regenerative DVAs as the introduced inertance increases (Salvi and Giaralis 2016, Marian and Giaralis 

2017, Joubaneh and Barry 2019, Petrini et al. 2020).  

 

To this end, of particular importance to this work is to recognize that the inertance of typical inerter 

device implementations can readily magnify. One way to accomplish this is by increasing the mass 
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moment of inertia of the flywheel. For instance, Hu et al. (2016) prototyped a circular flywheel with 

attached sliding masses whose distance from the center of the flywheel are adjusted via a servo-electric 

mechanism to achieve a semi-active inerter with real-time varying/increasing inertance. Further, 

Pietrosanti et al (2020) built an inerter with a modular flywheel whose mass can readily change off-

line to facilitate parametric experimental testing. Alternatively, Brzeski et al. (2017) demonstrated 

experimentally the feasibility of inerter devices which can achieve any desired intermediate inertance 

value on-the-fly by using a continuously varying transmission to drive the flywheel (see also Lazarek 

et al. 2019). The thus demonstrated technological readiness of inerter devices with varying inertance 

has recently prompted the investigation of the performance of regenerative inerter-based DVAs under 

increasing inertance. In this regard, Marian and Giaralis (2017) studied numerically the performance 

of a regenerative TMDI configuration for vibration suppression and energy harvesting from 

harmonically excited SDOF systems. The considered configuration featured an inerter connecting the 

secondary mass to the ground such that inertance was added directly to the inertia of the DVA, while 

an EM was used to attach the secondary mass to the primary structure. It was found that the available 

energy for harvesting increased with increasing inertance but at the expense of poorer vibration 

suppression performance. Similar trends were also reported in a study by Petrini et al. (2020) who 

considered a regenerative TMDI with non-grounded inerter attached to the lead mass of a lumped-

mass cantilevered MDOF primary structure under correlated random excitation. Nevertheless, Salvi 

and Giaralis (2016) considered a variant regenerative inerter-based DVA and demonstrated, through 

a numerical parametric investigation, concurrent improvement of energy harvesting and vibration 

suppression performances with increasing inertance in SDOF primary structures under resonant 

harmonic excitation. In the latter DVA, termed energy-harvesting enabled TMDI (EH-TMDI), the 

EM was placed in series in between the secondary mass and a grounded inerter such that both the 

available energy for harvesting at the EM and the secondary mass of the DVA benefitted from 

inertance magnification. 

 

In this work, the dual performance of the EH-TMDI configuration for energy harvesting and vibration 

suppression is assessed, for the first time in the literature, for random white noise excited SDOF as 

well as MDOF structures as the inertance increases. In this respect, this study extends significantly 

the work by Salvi and Giaralis (2016) by considering frequency domain random vibration analyses of 

EH-TMDI equipped SDOF primary structures to gauge the performance of the EH-TMDI under 

broadband excitations instead of a single-harmonic deterministically defined load. This is an important 

consideration as performance of regenerative DVAs under random broadband excitation may 

significantly differ from harmonic excitations (e.g., Adhikari et al. 2009, Shen et al. 2019). Moreover, 

the herein paper generalizes the EH-TMDI configuration to treat lumped-mass MDOF primary 

structures in which the inerter is not grounded. For the latter class of systems, attention is focused on 

studying the influence stiffness properties of the primary to the EH-TMDI performance, which is 

known to critically affect the performance of non-regenerative TMDI (Wang and Giaralis 2021), 

under sets of external random white noise forces with different levels of correlation. 

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the EH-TMDI configuration 

for SDOF primary structures along and the associated equations of motion are derived in time domain 

and in frequency domain. Section 3 reports on a parametric study for assessing the energy harvesting 

potential and vibration suppression performance of EH-TMDI for SDOF white noise excited 

structures. The study is underpinned by closed-form frequency domain random vibration analysis 
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solution to expedite the numerical calculation of statistics (variances) measuring the available energy 

for harvesting and the primary structure displacement. Section 4 defines the EH-TMDI configuration 

with non-grounded inerter for application to MDOF primary structures and derives its equations of 

motion. Numerical results from a parametric study assessing the performance of the novel EH-TMDI 

configuration with non-grounded inerter are reported facilitated by frequency domain closed-form 

random vibration analysis for correlated external random excitation. Finally, Section 5 summarizes 

main conclusions and provides future directions for further research.  

 

2. Energy harvesting enabled tuned mass damper inerter (EH-TMDI) with grounded 

inerter 

2.1 System modelling and definition of mechanical properties 

Consider the class of dynamically excited structural systems amenable to be modelled as linear damped 

single degree of freedom (SDOF) oscillators with natural frequency, ωs, and damping ratio, ζs, defined 

as 

 

,
2

s s

s s

s s s

k c

m k m
 = =           (1) 

 

In the above expressions, ms is the mass, ks is the stiffness, and cs is the damping coefficient of the 

SDOF system. The oscillatory motion of such a system (primary structure) can be efficiently suppressed 

by the tuned mass-damper-inerter (TMDI) (Marian and Giaralis 2014): a passive linear vibration 

absorber coupling the classical linear TMD with a grounded inerter element as shown in Fig.1(a). 

Specifically, the TMDI comprises a (secondary) mass, mT, which is attached to the primary structure 

via a linear spring with stiffness kT in parallel with viscous damper with damping coefficient cT and 

further connected to the ground via an inerter element with inertance b. By definition, the inerter  

element develops a resisting force given as (Smith 2002) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )( )2 1-bF t b x t x t= ,         (2) 

 

where x1 and x2 are the element end-displacements (see inlet of Fig.1(a)) and, hereafter, a dot over a 

symbol denotes differentiation with respect to time t. In this respect, a grounded inerter exerts a force 

equal to 
Tbx  to the secondary mass of a vibrating TMDI-equipped SDOF system supported on 

stationary ground, where 
Tx  is the secondary mass displacement (see Fig.1(a)). Therefore, the TMDI 

with grounded inerter in Fig.1(a) is equivalent to a TMD with secondary mass equal to mT+b (Marian 

and Giaralis 2017). This consideration motivates the following definitions for the TMDI natural 

frequency ωΤ and damping ratio ζT 
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,

2

T T
T T
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       (3) 
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Figure 1. Mechanical models of damped SDOF primary structures equipped with (a) a tuned mass 

damper inerter (TMDI) with grounded rack-and-pinion flywheel-based inerter, and (b) an energy 

harvesting enabled tuned mass damper inerter (EH-TMDI) with grounded inerter and electromagnetic 

device coupled with a purely resistive electric load.  

 

In this setting, the TMDI benefits significantly by the mass amplification effect of the grounded inerter 

compared to the conventional TMD (Marian and Giaralis 2014, 2017). This can be appreciated by 

noting that TMD vibration suppression efficacy improves monotonically as the secondary mass 

increases (e.g., De Angelis et al. 2012) and, at the same time, that the inertance is readily scalable in 

actual inerter device implementations (Smith 2020). The latter is commonly achieved by leveraging the 

rotational inertia of a flywheel driven by mechanisms which transform the relative translational motion 

of the device ends into rotational motion (e.g., Papageorgiou and Smith 2005, Pietrosanti et al. 2020). 

Elaborating further on the above concept, consider the idealized schematic in the inlet of Fig. 1(a) of a 

typical inerter device implementation incorporating a rack-and-pinion mechanism for linear-to-

rotational motion transformation in tandem with gearing for rotational motion amplification of the 

flywheel. The inertance of such a device can be shown to be (Smith 2002) 

 
2 2

2 2
1

n
f k

f
k

pr k

r
b m

pr



 =

 
=  

 
,          (4) 

 

where mf and γf are the mass and radius of the gyration of the flywheel, respectively, γpf is the radius of 

gyration of the flywheel pinion, rk/(prk) is the gearing ratio of the k-th stage/gear of the gearbox with n 

stages. It can be clearly deduced from Eq.(4) that the inertance can magnify by orders of magnitude 

with negligible change to the mass/weight of the device by increasing the mass and/or the inertia 
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properties of the flywheel (e.g., Hu et al. 2016, Pietrosanti et al. 2020) and/or the gearing ratio (e.g., 

Brzeski et al. 2017, Lazarek et al. 2019). 

 

Building on the TMDI with varying inertance (Marian and Giaralis 2017, Pietrosanti et al. 2020), herein 

the energy harvesting-enabled tuned mass-damper-inerter (EH-TMDI) configuration shown in Fig.1(b) 

is put forth for simultaneous vibration suppression and dynamic energy harvesting from SDOF primary 

structures subject to random excitation. This configuration has been introduced by Salvi and Giaralis 

(2016) but its performance was studied only for harmonic excitations and for SDOF primary structures. 

In this work, the EH-TMDI configuration performance is studied for random broadband excitation and 

for SDOF as well as MDOF primary structures, not considered in the literature before. 

 

The EH-TMDI incorporates a standard linear electromagnetic motor (EM), widely considered in the 

literature for extracting energy from large-amplitude low-frequency structural oscillations (e.g., Zhu et 

al. 2012, Zuo and Tang 2013, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014), connected in series with the grounded 

inerter and the secondary mass. The EM consists of a magnet moving inside a coil with magnetic flux 

density B and electrical resistance Rc, while the inductance is taken as negligible which is a reasonable 

assumption for the considered application (e.g., Tang and Zuo 2012, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014). The 

two ends of the EM coil are connected with a purely resistive circuit (load) with resistance RL in which 

electric current I flows as seen in Fig.1(b). Whilst this simplified circuit modelling (shunt damping) 

does not account for potential nonlinear behaviour of actual energy harvesting circuits (e.g., Zhu et al. 

2012), it is deemed sufficient for the comparative quantification of the available energy for harvesting 

pursued in this work (see also Marian and Giaralis 2017, Shen et al. 2019, Petrini et al. 2020) as the 

inertance of EH-TMDI is let to vary. Under the above assumptions, the EM develops a velocity-

dependent resisting force (e.g., Palomera et al. 2008, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014) equal to 

 

( ) ( ) ( )( )2 1-EM EMF t c x t x t= ,         (5) 

 

in the mechanical domain, where 

  

( )
2

( )
EM

C L

Bl
c

R R
=

+
,          (6) 

 

and l is the length of the EM moving magnet. In view of Eq.(5), it can be argued that the EM acts as a 

viscous damper with damping coefficient cEM. To this end, an effective EM damping ratio is defined as 

 

( )2

EM

EM p EH

T T

c

k m b
  = = +

+
,        (7) 

 

in analogy to the definition in Eq. (3). The above EM damping ratio, ζEM, ratio is taken equal to the sum 

of the damping ratio, ζp, associated with energy loss to heat (parasitic damping) and the damping ratio, 

ζEH, associated with the available energy for harvesting, that is, the energy dissipated at the resistive 

load RL. (e.g., Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014).  
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2.2 Equations of motion and solution in frequency domain  

The dynamic response of a EH-TMDI-equipped SDOF structural system can be expressed in terms of 

the three independent displacements (DOFs) indicated in Fig. 1(b). These are the displacement of the 

primary structure, xs, the displacement of the secondary mass, xT, and the displacement of the non-

grounded inerter end, xI. Herein, all three displacements are taken as being relative to the ground 

displacement. The equations of motion of this 3-DOF dynamical system exposed to the external 

dynamic forces Fs and FT acting onto the primary structure and the secondary mass, respectively, are 

written as 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) 0

s s s s T s T s s T s T s

T T T T s T T s EM T I T

EM I T I

m x t c x t c x t x t k x t k x t x t F t

m x t c x t x t k x t x t c x t x t F t

c x t x t bx t

 + + − + + − =


+ − + − + − =


− + =

    (8) 

 

For the case of force-excited primary structures it is taken that 0TF = , while for the case of base-

excited primary structures forces become ( )s s gF m x t= −   and ( )T T gF m x t= −  in Eq.(8)  where 

( )gx t  is the ground acceleration. 

 

Dividing Eq.(8) by ms and introducing the dimensionless mass ratio, μ, frequency ratio, f, and inertance 

ratio, β, defined as 

 

, , andT T

s s s

m b
f

m m


 


= = =         (9) 

 

respectively, the system of equations in Eq.(8) can be written in matrix form as 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),t t t t+ + =Mx Cx Kx F          (10) 

 

where 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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2 2 2
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are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. Further, in Eq.(10) ( )  
T

s T It x x x=x is 

the displacement vector and ( )  / / 0
T

s s T st F m F m=F is the force vector, where the superscript 

“T” denotes matrix/vector transposition. 

 

The equations of motion of the EH-TMDI-equipped SDOF structural system can be efficiently solved 

in the frequency domain by dividing Eq.(10) by 
2

s , applying the Fourier transform and solving for the 

vector ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
T

s T Ig X g X g X g =
 

X which collects the Fourier transformed elements of the 

displacement vector ( )tx written in terms of the normalised frequency g =ω/ωs. The above operations 

yield 

 

( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ,g g g=X H F                (12) 

 

where ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ/ / 0
T

s s T sg F g k F g k =
 

F  is the excitation vector collecting the Fourier transformed 

elements of the force vector ( )tF , and ( )gH is the admittance matrix given as 

 

( ) ( )
1

2 ,g g ig
−

= − + +H M C K                                   (13) 

 

where 1i = −  and the superscript “-1” denotes matrix inversion. The elements of the admittance 

matrix in Eq.(13) are provided in the Appendix A. 

 

2.3 Frequency response functions for different inertance values 

The closed-form frequency domain solution in Eq.(12) is herein leveraged to gain insight on the 

influence of the inertance to the vibration suppression and energy harvesting potential of the EH-TMDI 

configuration in Fig.1(b). To this aim, the following normalised (dimensionless) frequency response 

functions (FRFs) are considered 

 

( )
( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

2

2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

, , and  ,
/ / /

s T T I

s T EH EH

o s o s o s

X g X g X g X g
N g N g P g f g

F k F k F k
  

−
= = = +  (14) 

 

which are defined with the aid of the ( )ˆ gX displacement response vector in Eq.(12) for an EH-TMDI 

equipped SDOF system harmonically force-excited with amplitude Fo. Notably, the FRFs Ns and NT in 

Eq.(14) trace the steady-state peak response displacement (dynamic amplification factor) of the primary 

structure and of the secondary mass, respectively, in the frequency domain. Further, the FRF PEH can 

be viewed as a measure of the available energy for harvesting in the frequency domain (see also 

Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014, and Marian and Giaralis 2017). In this regard, the relevance of the 

inertance property in regulating the motion control and energy harvesting attributes of the EH-TMDI 

can be effectively investigated by juxtaposing plots of the FRFs in Eq.(14) for different inertance values. 

To facilitate a meaningful comparison, the stiffness, kT, and damping coefficient, cT, of the EH-TMDI 

or, equivalently, the frequency ratio f in Eq. (9) and damping ratio ζT in Eq.(3) need to be tuned such 
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that inertance is accounted for. This consideration is herein fulfilled by using the tuning formulae 

(Marian and Giaralis 2017) 

 

( )

( )

31
and

1 8 1
Tf

 


   

+
= =

+ + + +
 ,       (15) 

 

which are functions of the inertance ratio β in Eq.(9). Note that the above formulae minimise the peak 

response of TMDI-equipped undamped SDOF oscillators (i.e., the system in Fig.1(a) with cs=0) under 

harmonic force-excitation.  

   

 
Figure 2. Dimensionless frequency response functions in Eq. (14) for various inertance ratios β, 

structural damping ratios ζs=2% and 5%, mass ratio μ=1%, parasitic damping ratio ζp=1%, and energy 

harvesting ratio ζEH=10%. 

 

In this setting, Fig.2 plots FRFs in Eq.(14) for four different inertance ratio values, β=5%,10%, 30%, 

and 50%, and two different inherent damping ratio values, ζs= 2% and 5%. The mass ratio is taken fixed 

and equal to a relatively low value, μ=1%, motivated by the fact that TMDI in Fig.1(a) becomes more 

efficient for low secondary mass and large inertance (e.g., Marian and Giaralis 2014, De Angelis et al. 

2019). Similarly, the parasitic and energy harvesting damping ratios are taken fixed and equal to ζp= 

1% and ζEH= 10%, respectively, in line with experimental setups of typical regenerative TMDs (e.g., 

Zhu et al. 2012, Gonzalez-Buelga et al. 2014). It is seen that as the inertance increases (e.g., through 

gearing-up the rack-and-pinion inerter in Fig.1(a)) the EH-TMDI becomes more effective in 

suppressing the displacement amplitudes for both the primary structure and secondary mass while, 

simultaneously, increases the available energy for harvesting at the EM across all frequencies. It is 

further noted that the improvements in vibration suppression and energy harvesting saturate as the 

inertance increases and depend heavily on the inherent structural damping.  
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As a final remark, it is worth noting that the frequency range within which the increase of EH-TMDI 

inertance reduces the primary structure motion amplitude is much narrower (i.e., within a band of ±5% 

of the resonant excitation frequency g=1) compared to the frequency range that the available energy for 

harvesting increases. In fact, the latter range broadens significantly with the inherent primary structure 

damping. In this regard, the investigation of the concurrent motion control performance and energy 

generation potential of the EH-TMDI configuration to broadband/white random noise excitation for 

increasing inertance becomes relevant and is addressed in subsequent sections. In the interim, it is 

deemed important to highlight that the simultaneous improvement of both vibration suppression 

capability and energy harvesting potential for resonant excitation g=1 as the inertance is let to increase 

is a unique attribute of the EH-TMDI configuration in Fig. 1(b), not shared by alternative inerter-based 

DVAs with energy generation capabilities studied in the literature (e.g., Marian and Giaralis 2017, Luo 

et al. 2017, Joubaneh and Barry 2019, Zhu et al. 2019, Petrini et al. 2020). To highlight this fact, Fig. 

B1 in Appendix B compares the FRF plots in Fig.2 with corresponding FRF plots from two different 

DVA configurations considered in the literature for simultaneous vibration suppression and dynamics 

energy harvesting, while more detailed related discussion can be found in Salvi and Giaralis (2016). 

 
3. Assessment of EH-TMDI with grounded inerter under white noise excitation 

In this section, a novel parametric investigation is undertaken to assess the performance of the EH-

TMDI configuration with grounded inerter in Fig.1(b) as inertance increases for vibration suppression 

and energy generation in SDOF systems subject to broadband/white random noise excitation. The cases 

of force-excited and base-excited structures are treated. To this aim, the following dimensionless 

performance indices (PIs) are adopted 

 

( )
2 2

ands T Ix x x

S EH EHI I f
D D

 
  

−
= = + .       (16) 

 

In the above expressions, Is is proportional to the variance of the primary structure deflection, 2

sx , and 

is used to quantify the achieved level of vibration suppression by the EH-TMDI, while IEH is 

proportional to the product of an effective damping coefficient corresponding to the energy harvested 

by the EM (see Eq.(7)) and the variance of the relative velocity at the ends of the EM, 2

T Ix x −
. The latter 

PI is widely used to gauge energy harvesting potential in randomly excited DVAs (e.g., Adhikari et al. 

2009, Tang and Zuo 2012). Further, the denominator D ensures that the PIs are unitless and is given as  

 

2 3

2 2F s A

s s

S S
D or D

k

  


= = ,         (17) 

 

for force-excited and base-excited primary structure, respectively, where SF is the spectral amplitude of 

the white noise force excitation process, while 2/A F sS S m=  is the spectral amplitude of the white noise 

base acceleration excitation process. 

 

The PIs in Eq. (16) can be expressed using the admittance matrix elements in Eq.(13) as 
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   , (18) 

 

where 
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     (19) 

 

for force-excited primary structures and 
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 (20) 

 

for base-excited primary structures. In the last two equations, Δ=det(-g2M + igC + K) and the 

superscript “*” denotes complex conjugation. 

 

To ensure a meaningful comparison of PIs in Eq.(18) as inertance scales-up, it is deemed essential to 

tune the frequency ratio f in Eq. (9) and the damping ratio ζT in Eq.(3) to account the varying inerter 

ratio β as previously discussed. To this end, the following tuning formulae 

 

( ) ( )

( )( )

4 31 2
and

1 2 8 1 2
Tf

    


     

+ + + + +  
= =

+ + + + + +
,     (21) 

 

are adopted for force-excited primary structures, and the following tuning formulae 

 

( )( )

( )( )

41 2
and

1 2 8 1 2
Tf

    


     

+ − −− −
= =

+ + + + − −
,     (22) 

 

are adopted for base-excited primary structures. The expressions in Eq.(21) and Eq.(22) provide optimal 

tuning parameters for the classical TMD (i.e., DVA configuration in Fig.1(a) with no inerter) with mass 

ratio μ+β for undamped SDOF primary structures under white noise force excitation and white noise 

base acceleration excitation, respectively, derived by Warburton (1982). The rationale behind this 

tuning strategy relates to the fact that a TMDI with grounded inerter and with inertance ratio β and mass 

ratio μ behaves as a TMD with mass ratio μ+β for force-excited SDOF primary structure (see section 
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2.1). In this respect, whilst it is recognized that the tuning formulae in Eqs.(21) and (22) do not optimize 

the performance of the EH-TMDI against any particular criterion, they do serve well the purpose of 

supporting a fair parametric comparative study of the EH-TMDI motion control and energy harvesting 

attributes. 

 

In this context, Fig. 3 plots the PIs defined in Eq.(16) as functions of the inertance ratio β for white 

noise force-excited primary structures using equations Eqs.(18), (19), and (21) in conjunction with 

standard quadrature implemented in MATLAB® for the numerical evaluation of the integrals in 

Eq.(18). In each panel of Fig.3, EH-TMDI equipped SDOF primary structures with different system 

properties are considered as indicated on the Figure while the parasitic damping ratio is taken equal to 

1% for all systems. The PIs are normalized to the peak value attained in each panel to facilitate a 

comparison between them as the inertance scales up.  

 

 
Figure 3. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (16) normalized to their 

peak value for different white noise force-excited EH-TMDI-equipped SDOF primary structures with 

ζp=1%. 
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Focusing first on the case of relatively lightweight EH-TMDIs with secondary mass μ=1% (Figs. 3(a)-

(d)), it is seen that their capability to control the primary structure displacement improves monotonically 

with the inertance ratio for β>3% as evidenced by the constantly decreasing IS index trends with 

increasing inertance. This improving trend (i.e., monotonic decrease of IS curves with inertance) holds 

irrespective of the inherent structural damping ratio, ζs, and the damping effect due to energy harvesting 

as expressed through the damping ratio ζs. However, the rate of improvement of the EH-TMDI motion 

control capability saturates as the inertance ratio increase. Interestingly, this is also the case for the 

motion control capability of the TMDI in Fig.1(a) as reported in the literature (see e.g., Marian and 

Giaralis 2014, De Angelis et al. 2019) and, in this regard, inertance scaling-up affects the motion control 

capability of the EH-TMDI and TMDI in a similar manner. More importantly, the EH-TMDI available 

energy for harvesting increases as well with the inertance as manifested by the IEH index increasing 

trends in Figs. 3(a)-(d). However, IEH increasing trend with inertance is monotonic only for the primary 

structure with the relatively large inherent damping, ζs=5%, typical of reinforced concrete structures 

(Figs.3(b) and (d)). Indeed, for the lighter damped primary structure with ζs=2% (commonly assumed 

for steel structures) in Figs.3(a) and (c), the IEH curve reduces after attaining a local maximum. This 

observation suggests that for relatively lightly damped primary structures and lightweight EH-TMDIs 

there is a critical inertance value above which the increase of inertance becomes detrimental to the 

energy harvesting potential (though not to the vibration suppression capability of the EH-TMDI). In 

this respect, it is further worth noting that by increasing the energy harvesting damping ratio, ζΕΗ, all 

the IEH-β plots shift to the left which, in turn, relaxes requirements of large inertance for enhanced 

energy generation. For example, the critical inertance ratio value which maximizes the IEH index for the 

primary structure with ζs=2% reduces by 50% (i.e., from β=35% to β=17.5%) as the energy harvesting 

damping ratio doubles from ζEH=10% to ζEH=20% in Figs.3(a) and (c). 

 

 
Figure 4. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (16) normalized to their 

peak value for different white noise base acceleration excited EH-TMDI-equipped SDOF primary 

structures with ζp=1%. 
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Turning, next, the attention to the relatively heavyweight EH-TMDIs with μ=5% in Figs 3(e) and 3(f), 

it is seen that the energy harvesting potential of the EH-TMDI improves monotonically with inertance 

irrespective of the primary structure inherent damping. Still, the IEH-β plots exhibit a distinct “bilinear” 

trend with a relatively low critical corner inertance value (~8%) above which the rate of improvement 

of IEH with inertance (slope of the IEH-β curves) drops dramatically. At the same time, the motion control 

capacity of the EH-TMDI is relatively insensitive to the inertance (i.e., IS curves are almost flat). The 

latter observation confirms trends previously reported in the literature for the TMDI: the presence of an 

inerter benefits mostly lightweight TMD(I)s (see e.g., Marian and Giaralis 2014, De Angelis et al. 

2019). To this end, it is evident that EH-TMDIs with large secondary mass do not benefit much from 

inertance scaling-up beyond a relatively low critical/corner inertance value for the dual purpose of 

energy harvesting and vibration suppression.    

 

Further to the previously discussed numerical data, Fig.4 plots the PIs in Eq.(16) for white noise base 

acceleration excited SDOF primary structures using equations Eqs.(18), (20), and (22). Given that for 

base-excited systems both the primary structure and the secondary mass attract mass-proportional 

external forces, it is deemed useful for the sake of comparison to include on the same graph PIs from 

systems with different mass ratios μ. This is enabled by plotting the PIs in Fig.4 against the non-

dimensional β/μ=b/mT ratio. As in Fig.3, the system properties are indicated on the graphs, parasitic 

damping ratio is taken equal to 1% for all systems considered and PIs are normalized to the peak value 

attained in each panel of Fig.4. Collectively, all the trends of IS and IEH with inertance observed for the 

force-excited primary structures in Fig.3 are maintained for the base-excited structures in Fig.4 for all 

considered systems. In short, an increase to the secondary mass reduces the beneficial effect of the 

inertance in terms of vibration suppression, the latter being more substantial for lighter-damped primary 

structures. Further, better vibration suppression is achieved by increasing the energy harvesting 

damping ratio. In terms of energy harvesting potential, arguably, the most important observation to be 

made is the fact that the energy harvesting damping ratio has a most dramatic positive relative effect to 

the rate of energy harvesting improvement with inertance when a lightweight EH-TMDI is combined 

with a lightly damped primary structure (Fig.4(c)). Indeed, in this case, the available energy for 

harvesting for the EH-TMDI with μ=1% is higher compared to the EH-TMDI with μ=5% for all 

inertance values considered (note that due to the normalization of the x-axis inertance for μ=1% is 5 

times higher than inertance for μ=5% for fixed β/μ ratio). In view of the above, it is safe to conclude 

that even in the case of base-excited EH-TMDI equipped systems in which mass-proportional external 

kinetic energy enters the system through the secondary mass, having lightweight EH-TMDI with 

relatively large inertance is still more beneficial than heavyweight EH-TMDI in terms of both vibration 

suppression and energy harvesting.   

 

4. Non-grounded EH-TMDI for multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) primary structures 

4.1 System description and equations of motion 

The thus far established beneficial effect of increasing inertance to the vibration suppression and energy 

harvesting potential of the EH-TMDI assumed the accessibility of a stationary acceleration reference 

(ground) to connect one end of the inerter as seen in Fig.1(b). In this setting, the inerter is engaged by 

the relative system kinematics with respect to the ground which is relevant even for base-excited 

systems since motion suppression and energy harvesting look at the relative to the ground kinematics. 

Nevertheless, the practical applicability of EH-TMDI with grounded inerter is limited to primary 
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structures in which the location of critical/maximum deflections are close to their supports/ground such 

as in seismically isolated structures and components (see e.g., De Angelis et al. 2019). However, peak 

deflections in most of typical slender structures and structural components develop naturally away from 

their supports (e.g., cantilevered or simply supported primary structures). In this regard, an innovative 

EH-TMDI configuration is herein proposed in which the inerter is not grounded but rather connects the 

EM to the primary structure at a location that is different from where the secondary mass is attached to 

via the parallel spring/damper connection. This is in analogy to several works on the TMDI with non-

grounded inerter for vibration suppression of cantilevered structures including buildings (e.g., Marian 

and Giaralis 2013, Giaralis and Petrini 2017, Giaralis and Taflanidis 2018) and wind turbines (e.g., 

Sarkar and Fitzgerald 2020), as well as in multi-span bridge decks (e.g., Dai et al. 2019) commonly 

modelled as lumped-mass multi degree of freedom (MDOF) systems. To this end, a system with a force-

excited 2-DOF linear damped primary structure is studied in this section with two lumped masses 

connected by an EH-TMDI as shown in Fig.5. In this configuration, the inerter is engaged by the relative 

dynamics of the two masses which, in turn, depend on the properties of the primary structure and the 

loading attributes (see also Wang and Giaralis 2021). 

 

 
Figure 5. Mechanical model of a damped 2-DOF primary structure equipped with an EH-TMDI with 

non-grounded inerter. 

 

Similar to the system in Fig.1(b), the dynamic response of the herein considered EH-TMDI-equipped 

2-DOF structural system is written in terms of the four independent displacements indicated in Fig.5. 

These are the displacements of the two primary structure lumped masses, xs,1 and xs,2, the displacement 

of the secondary mass, xT, and the displacement of the connection of the inerter with the EM, xI. The 

equations of motion of this 4-DOF dynamical system exposed to the external dynamic forces Fs,1 and 

Fs,2 acting onto the primary structure masses as seen in Fig.4 are written as  
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The system of equations in Eq.(23) can be written in matrix form after dividing by ,1sm as  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,t t t t+ + =Mx Cx Kx F         (24) 
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where ( ) ,1 ,2

T

s s T It x x x x =  x is the displacement vector, ( ) ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1/ / 0 0
T

s s s st F m F m =  F

is the force vector and the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are given as   
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respectively. In the above matrices the following non-modal dynamic properties (structural frequencies 

and damping ratios) of the primary structure have been used  
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as well as the inertial (mass and inertance) ratios 
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4.2 Parametric stochastic load modelling and frequency domain random vibrations analysis 

The external dynamic loading applied to the considered 4-DOF system in Fig.5 is defined by a set of 

random white noise forces Fs,1 and Fs,2 exerted to the two lumped masses of the primary structure. The 

loading is herein represented by the power spectral density matrix  
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which supports an efficient random vibration analysis in frequency domain of the 4-DOF as detailed 

further below. In Eq.(28), So is the spectral amplitude of the Fs,2 white noise process, α is the ratio of 
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the spectral amplitudes of the Fs,1 over the Fs,2 white noise processes, and ρ is the correlation between 

Fs,1 and Fs,2 processes. In this regard, the provision of different α and ρ values enables a parametric 

investigation on the influence of the relative amplitude and correlation of the externally applied random 

forces to the primary structure, respectively. This includes the limiting cases of external force applied 

only to the lead mass of the primary structure (α=0) and of uncorrelated forces (ρ=0). 

 

The response power spectral density matrix can be determined in closed-form by the standard input-

output expression of random vibrations 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
11 *g g g
−−

=S Z W Z ,         (29) 

 

where the superscript “*” denotes matrix conjugate transposition and Z is the impedance matrix defined 

as 

 

( ) 2g g ig= − + +Z M C K ,         (30) 

 

in which ,1/ sg  =  is a normalized frequency. The elements of the impedance matrix are provided in 

the Appendix A. 

 

4.3 Assessment of EH-TMDI with non-grounded inerter under white noise excitation  

Herein, the performance of the EH-TMDI with non-grounded inerter in Fig.5 is assessed for concurrent 

motion control and energy generation as inertance scales up. For this purpose, the following two PIs 

are adopted  
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where Skj is the [k,j] element of matrix S in Eq.(29) and fΤ = ωΤ/ωs,1. The first PI in Eq.(31), Ix2, is the 

displacement variance of the lead mass of the 2-DOF primary structure which is used to gauge the 

vibration suppression achieved by the EH-TMDI. The second PI in Eq.(31), IEH2, is the available energy 

for harvesting at the EM which is used to quantify the energy generation potential of the EH-TMDI. 

 

In all cases considered, an inertance-dependent EH-TMDI tuning is adopted using the formulae in 

Eq.(21), applicable for white noise force-excited primary structure, with the understanding that this 

tuning does not yield optimal performance against any specific criterion. In the parametric investigation, 

attention is  focused on the effects of the 2-DOF primary structure stiffness properties, expressed by the 

relative stiffness ratio 
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in conjunction with the attributes of the external random loading, namely the correlation and the spectral 

amplitude ratios ρ and a in Eq.(28). This is because the effects of the damping and secondary mass 

properties to the EH-TMDI performance have already been thoroughly examined in Section 3, while it 

has been recently shown that the primary structure stiffness affect significantly the vibration 

suppression performance of the TMDI in MDOF structures (Wang and Giaralis 2021). In this regard, 

for all structures considered, the inherent damping properties of the primary structure are taken fixed as 

ζs,1= ζs,1=5%, the energy harvesting ratio is also taken fixed as ζEH= 10%, the parasitic damping is ζp= 

1% and the secondary mass ratio is μΤ= 1%. 

 
Figure 6. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (33) normalized to their 

peak value for uncorrelated (ρ=0) white noise force-excited EH-TMDI-equipped 2-DOF primary 

structures with ζs,1= ζs,1=5%, ζEH= 10%, ζp=1%, μΤ= 1%, and μs=1, plotted against the inertance ratio β. 

 

Figure 6 plots the PIs in Eq.(33) as functions of the inertance ratio β for uncorrelated external white 

noise forces (i.e., ρ=0 in Eq.(28)) with different spectral amplitude ratio values α,  μs=1, and for two 

values of relative stiffness ratio γs=1 and γs=0.5, or, equivalently, fs= ωs,2/ωs,1=1 and fs= 1/ 2 . As before, 

the PIs are normalized to the peak value attained in each panel for the sake of comparison. It is seen 

that for any given inertance value, the vibration suppression performance of EH-TMDI deteriorates 

(i.e., lead mass displacement variance Ix2 increases), while the energy generation potential improves 

(i.e., available energy for harvesting IEH increases) as the spectral ratio increases from α=0 (external 

force is exerted only to the lead mass ms,2) to α=5. However, for any fixed spectral force ratio α, the 

EH-TMDI motion control and energy harvesting performances improve concurrently as the inertance 

scales up. These improvements are more significant as α increases and/or as the stiffness ratio γs reduces 

(i.e., as the spring connecting the two primary structure masses becomes more flexible compared to the 

spring supporting the primary structure to the ground).     

 

To shed more light on the effect of the stiffness ratio to the EH-TMDI performance, Fig.7 plots the two 

PIs in Eq.(31) with inertance for μs=0.1 and for three different values of γs= 0.1, 0.5, and 1 or, 

equivalently, fs= ωs,2/ωs,1=1, 5 , and 10 . It is clearly seen that as the stiffness ratio reduces, the rate 

of concurrent improvement of both the EH-TMDI vibration suppression and energy harvesting 

performances with inertance increases. Nevertheless, it is also seen that for any fixed inertance value, 
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the lead mass displacement increases as the stiffness ratio reduces while the opposite holds for the 

available energy for harvesting. Therefore, care needs to be exercised in increasing the flexibility of the 

connection of the two primary masses as this may lead to excessive lead mass displacement. Still, lead 

mass displacement can be efficiently rectified by scaling up the inertance which, remarkably, increases 

the available energy for harvesting.   

 
Figure 7. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (33) normalized to their 

peak value for correlated (ρ=0.5) white noise force-excited EH-TMDI-equipped 2-DOF primary 

structures with various values of stiffness ratio γs, and with ζs,1= ζs,1=5%, ζEH= 10%, ζp=1%, μΤ= 1%, 

and μs=0.1, plotted against the inertance ratio β. 

 

 
Figure 8. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (33) normalized to their 

peak value for correlated (ρ=0.5) white noise force-excited EH-TMDI-equipped 2-DOF primary 

structures with ζs,1= ζs,1=5%, ζEH= 10%, ζp=1%, μΤ= 1%, and μs=1, plotted against the inertance ratio β.  

 

Further to the above, Fig. 8 plots the same data as Fig.6 but for correlated external white forces with 

ρ=0.5. The trends of the PIs in Fig.8 are the same as in Fig.6 demonstrating that the concurrent 

improvement of EH-TMDI motion control and energy harvesting performances for non-grounded 

inerter with increase of inertance is not compromised by the level of external forces correlation. In fact, 
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careful cross-inspection of the four panels between Figs. 6 and 8 shows that the rate of improvement of 

the two PIs with inertance are almost identical.    

 

To examine further the influence of the external forces correlation, Fig. 9 plots the two PIs in Eq.( 31) 

with inertance for μs=0.1, γs= 1 and for three different levels of external force correlation. It is observed 

that for any given inertance, the EH-TMDI vibration suppression performance increases as the 

correlation, ρ, of the external forces reduces. This trend is attributed to the higher level of engagement 

of the inerter as the externally applied forces become less correlated. However, the rate of change of 

vibration suppression performance with inertance is unaffected by the correlation of the external forces, 

that is, the curves in Fig.9(a) are practically parallel. On the antipode, energy harvesting potential 

improves significantly with inertance in Fig.9(b) (for β>5%) and the rate of improvement (i.e., the slope 

of the curves in Fig.9(b) for β>5%) does depend on the external forces correlation. Specifically, the rate 

is reduced for fully correlated external forces, ρ=1, compared to partially correlated forces, ρ=0.5. 

Consequently, the energy harvesting performance curves for ρ=0.5 and ρ=1 intersect. This, in turn, 

suggests that the relation between external forces correlation and energy harvesting potential depends 

on the inertance and is not always positive. For this particular numerical example, the energy harvesting 

potential reduces as external forces correlation increases from ρ=0.5 to ρ=1 for β>55%, while the 

opposite happens for β<55%. This is an important consideration in wind engineering applications since 

wind field forces are spatially correlated (see e.g., Petrini et al. 2020). 

 

 
Figure 9. Motion control and energy harvesting performance indices in Eq. (33) normalized to their 

peak value for correlated (ρ=0.5) white noise force-excited EH-TMDI-equipped 2-DOF primary 

structures with various values of stiffness ratio γs, and with ζs,1= ζs,1=5%, ζEH= 10%, ζp=1%, μΤ= 1%, 

and μs=0.1, plotted against the inertance ratio β. 

 

Collectively, the reported data demonstrate that, contrary to the case of EH-TMDI with grounded 

inerter, the vibration suppression performance of EH-TMDI with non-grounded inerter improves 

insignificantly with inertance scale up unless a sufficiently low stiffness ratio γs (i.e., flexible connection 

of the two primary structure masses) is adopted. In this regard, the primary structure softening has a 

positive influence to the EH-TMDI vibration suppression which is also the case for the TMDI (see 

Wang and Giaralis 2021). At the same time, EH-TMDI energy harvesting potential increases 

appreciably with inertance even for non-grounded inerter and primary structure flexibility benefits the 

rate of this increase with inertance. These observations lead to the fact that inertance scaling-up in the 
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EH-TMDI with non-grounded inerter can have similar beneficial effects to both vibration suppression 

and energy harvesting so long as the primary structure is judicially designed. 

 

5. Concluding remarks 

The potential of a regenerative inerter-based DVA, termed EH-TMDI, has been numerically assessed 

for the dual simultaneous objectives of vibration suppression and energy harvesting under increasing 

inertance in random white noise-excited linear damped primary structures. The cases of both SDOF and 

MDOF primary structures were considered. For application to SDOF primary structures, the EH-TMDI 

featured a grounded inerter and the parametric investigation focused on the influence of the system 

damping properties under force and base white noise excitations. In the case of MDOF primary 

structures, the inerter of the EH-TMDI is non-grounded and is engaged by the primary structure 

deformation under spatially correlated random white noise forces, thus the influence of the primary 

structure stiffness properties and the attributes of the random loading were considered in the parametric 

investigation.  

 

For both types of primary structures, it was found that lightweight EH-TMDIs (attached mass less than 

1% of the primary structure mass) performs better in terms of mitigating primary structure displacement 

and generating more energy as inertance is amplified in conjunction with simplified tuning of EH-TMDI 

stiffness and damping properties for undamped white noise excited primary structures. This is a 

practically important result since inertance is readily scalable, as seen in numerous recent prototyped 

inerter devices, while DVAs with small secondary mass are cost-effective and are easier to 

accommodate by new and existing primary structures. A further important finding is that the rate of 

improvement of vibration suppression and energy harvesting increases with inertance for more lightly 

damped primary structures and/or for increased energy harvesting damping ratio at the EM device. In 

this regard, accurate estimate of the inherent structural damping as well as detailed modelling of the 

energy harvesting circuitry become essential for the design and assessment of EH-TMDI performance 

in real-life applications. Both these considerations warrant further theoretical and experimental research 

work. Moreover, it was found that the performance of EH-TMDI with non-grounded inerter embedded 

within MDOF primary structures depends primarily on the stiffness distribution of the primary structure 

and less on the correlation and relative amplitude of the external random white noise. In particular, EH-

TMDI performance improves significantly as inertance is amplified both in terms of vibration 

suppression and energy harvesting for primary structures with increased flexibility (lower stiffness) 

between the two locations that the EH-TMDI is attached to. The latter finding suggests that integrated 

design of the DVA with primary structure within a multi-objective optimization context is required to 

reach the full potential of the EH-TMDI. This consideration opens opportunities for further promising 

application-dependent future research work.  

 

As a final remark, it is noted that all the herein reported trends and conclusions pertain to 

broadband/white stationary excitation and to linear models with ideal inerter element. In this respect, 

further research is warranted to assess the EH-TMDI configuration for case-specific narrowband and/or 

non-stationary excitations using appropriate indices to measure vibration suppression and energy 

harvesting performances as well as EH-TMDI tuning. Additional research is also required to gauge the 

effect of nonlinearities and non-ideal behavior related to the specifics of the energy harvesting and 

storage circuitry as well as of the inerter devices. Still, the facts that EH-TMDI motion control and 

energy harvesting performance increases with inertance for harmonic excitations (see Salvi and Giaralis 
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2016 and Appendix B), and that non-ideal inerter behaviour does not significantly compromise the 

performance of inerter-based DVAs (Gonzales-Buelga et al. 2017, Pietrosanti et al. 2020) suggest that 

favourable EH-TMDI performance with inertance amplification may be maintained for narrow-band 

random excitations and nonlinear system response upon tailored tuning. 

 

Appendix A 

The admittance matrix in Eq.(13) is expanded as 
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and M=μ+β. 

 

The elements of the impedance matrix in Eq.(30) are written as 
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Appendix B 

This appendix presents numerical evidence to illustrate the unique attribute of the EH-TMDI 

configuration discussed in Section 2 and defined in Salvi and Giaralis (2016) to achieve concurrently 

improved vibration suppression and energy generation under resonant harmonic excitation (i.e., g=1) 

as inertance increases over alternative regenerative (energy harvesting capable) DVA configurations 

studied in the literature.  

 
Figure B1. Mechanical models of damped SDOF primary structures equipped with three different 

regenerative DVAs with grounded inerter and corresponding dimensionless FRFs in terms of primary 

structure displacement, Ns, secondary mass displacement, NT, and available energy for harvesting, PEH, 

for inherent structural damping ratio ζs=5%, secondary mass ratio μ=1%, parasitic damping ratio ζp=1%, 

and energy harvesting ratio ζEH=10% and for various inertance ratios β. 
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For this purpose, Fig. A juxtaposes the FRFs of the EH-TMDI in Fig.2 for ζs= 5%, mass ratio μ=1%, 

parasitic damping ratio ζp=1%, and energy harvesting ratio ζEH=10% (first column of panels in Fig. B1) 

with the corresponding FRFs of two different regenerative DVAs with the same properties. Note that 

all three alternative configurations feature a grounded inerter and FRFs for the same set of inertance 

values are provided. The middle column of panels in Fig. A considers the case of a TMDI with grounded 

inerter where the EM is sandwiched between the secondary and the primary mass studied by Marian 

and Giaralis (2017). Note that this is the most widely considered placement of the EM in TMDs with 

no inerter used for energy harvesting (e.g., Tang and Zuo 2012a, Zuo and Tang 2013, Shen et al. 2018, 

2019). Further, the right column of panels in Fig. B1 considers a conventional TMD coupled with a 

grounded regenerative inertial EM detailed in Zhu et al. 2019 (see also Joubaneh and Barry 2019). The 

FRF plots in Fig. B1 demonstrate that for at least for resonant harmonic excitation, the EH-TMDI is the 

only configuration in which an increase of inertance yields improvement both in terms of vibration 

suppression (reduction to primary and secondary mass displacement amplitude) and energy harvesting 

potential (increase of PEH FRF ordinates around resonant excitation). 
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